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First of all…

Congratulations!

(Source: INRIX)



Preparing for AVs

Available at EnoTrans.org



Eno Center for Transportation

• Independent, nonpartisan thinktank

• William P. Eno’s “Rules of the Road” were 
adopted by New York City in 1909, 
establishing the world’s first city traffic plan

• Government roles in managing and funding 
infrastructure have evolved over time



• Best Practices

• Case Studies

• Opportunities for Innovation

Today’s Discussion



Preparing for AVs



This is not a race



The Secret Sauce for AV Testing

• Local AV manufacturers

• Skilled workforce

• Climate

• Local universities

• Well-maintained roads

• Policy frameworks



Best Practice: Publish a 
Statement of Principles

Cities are developing statements of principles that tell 
their residents, stakeholders, and AV developers:

• Why they are interested in AVs (e.g., safety, mobility, 
efficiency)

• How they will work with the public, stakeholders, and 
industry

• What type of AV pilot programs they are interested in 
(small driverless shuttles, self-driving 
Uber/Lyft/Waymo, etc.)



Learning from Uber and Pittsburgh

• First city with a self-driving 
rideshare service

• Communications breakdown 
between Mayor Peduto, Uber, 
and general public

• Resolution



Available at: PortlandOregon.gov/SAVI

• Mayor and Commissioner-in-
Charge of Transportation 
sent a letter to the Portland 
Bureau of Transportation

• Separate letter sent to state 
legislators opposing HB 3119 
as introduced: “preempts 
state and local authority to 
ensure safe use of our rights 
of way…”

Being SAVI in Portland



Being SAVI in Portland

Available at: PortlandOregon.gov/SAVI

“Portland can show how to “do AV smart” by working with 
transportation providers and the public to implement testing 
and piloting of this technology, while advancing public safety, 
protection of the environment and transportation access for 

everyone, regardless of income.”

-Mayor Ted Wheeler and Dan Saltzman, Commissioner-in-Charge 
of Transportation 



Best Practice: Create a Roadmap

“If you don’t have a plan, you’re 
already there.”

Seattle developed a comprehensive 
playbook that not only outlines a 
vision for AVs, but a playbook for 
integrating AVs in their mobility 
ecosystem.



Case Study: Seattle (Principles)



Case Study: Seattle (Plays)





Best Practice: Establishing a Process

• Release RFIs to begin the conversation with 
potential industry partners

• Publish contact information for interested 
companies

• Define expectations with a statement of 
principles

• Engage potential partners



Best Practice: State of Good Repair

• AVs are being designed for existing infrastructure: no need 
for massive investments in connected infrastructure, etc.

• AV manufacturers are clamoring for well-maintained roads: 
no potholes, clear lane markings, adequate signage.

• What is good for AVs is good for all road users.



Best Practice: Identify Local, State, 
Federal Regulatory Barriers

The vast majority of traffic laws were written before AVs were 
even just a pipe dream.

Examples:

• Falls Church, Virginia: A vehicle must have a driver behind the 
wheel, monitoring the road while driving. 

• New York State: A driver must have a hand on the wheel of a 
moving vehicle at all times.



Best Practice: AV Pilot Projects

• Consumer education is key

• Pilot projects allow a city 
and its residents to 
experience AVs firsthand

• Driverless shuttles are the 
easiest way to do this right 
now



Case Study: Arlington, Texas

• Formerly the largest American city 
without a public transportation 
system

• Decided to experiment with AVs by 
renting two 12-person driverless 
shuttles from EasyMile

• Operates in the entertainment 
district between parking lots and 
venues



Case Study: Arlington, Texas

What if Arlington just rented two Ford Transit 15 passenger vans instead and 
contracted out drivers?

Source: Eno Transportation Weekly



(Not-so-)Best Practice: Chicago



Understanding the Roles of 
Government

Federal Government State Government Local Government
“Boots on the Ground”

• Establish Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standards (FMVSS)

• Conduct defect 
investigations 

• Issue recalls
• Driver education

• Vehicle registration
• Driver 

licensing/education
• Insurance/liability
• Creating traffic laws
• Enforcing traffic laws
• Roadway 

maintenance
• State grants and 

programs

• Create traffic laws
• Enforce traffic laws
• Zoning
• Roadway maintenance
• Curb management
• Pilot projects
• Build localized 

partnerships and 
coalitions

• Public education



Best Practice: Work with Federal, 
State Entities

Case Study - New York State

Last year, New York’s state budget included a provision to allow for AV 
testing, but had stringent requirements:

• AV testing routes must be submitted in advance, with 1/8 mile accuracy

• AVs must always have police escorts

• Manufacturers must pay for the cost of the police escorts



Case Study: New York State

If Waymo moved all of its AV testing from California to New York State and 
drove the same amount of miles as in 2016, it would cost them…

…$2.055 million in police escorts alone.



Suggested Practice: Shared Use Mobility 
Zones (SUM Zones)

• Designated pick-up/drop-off locations –
rebranding loading zones with mobility goals

• Shared between:

– Uber, Lyft, other Transportation Network 
Companies (TNCs)

– Paratransit services

– Delivery trucks

– AVs



Thinking About Parking

• About one-third of traffic is caused by non-
recurring incidents

• Demands on the use of limited curb space are 
shifting

– Uber/Lyft

– Explosion of e-commerce

– AVs



Thinking About Parking



Shared Use Mobility Zones (SUM Zones)



How can cities like Tulsa prepare for 
AVs?

• First, focus on the essentials:

– Establish local transportation goals and guiding 
principles for integrating new technologies

– Maintain state of good repair on roadways

– Continue to provide public transit services

• AVs are not a silver bullet for mobility



How can cities like Tulsa prepare for 
AVs?

• Consider innovative approaches to piloting 
new technologies, funding infrastructure, and 
urban design

– Pilot programs

– Infrastructure maintenance

– New approaches to parking



Questions?

• Email: grogers@enotrans.org

• Twitter: @EnoGregR

Download Eno’s AV Reports: 

Beyond Speculation and 

Adopting and Adapting

at enotrans.org


